Top 10 Healthiest Employers in Bay Area: See Where UCSF Ranks

Biochemist Wins Lasker-Koshland Award for Lifetime Achievements

NASA Validates Gene Sequencing in Space with Help from UCSF

UCSF Researchers Help Craft 10 Cancer Moonshot Proposals

How the Sugar Industry Shifted Blame to Fat
New York Times | Cristin E. Kearns, a postdoctoral fellow, unearthed papers that show that the sugar industry paid scientists in the 1960s to downplay the link between sugar and heart disease and to instead promote saturated fat as the danger.

Study: Hospitals Waste Millions of Dollars a Year By Throwing Away Unused Surgical Supplies
KQED | James Yoon, a former clinical research assistant, published a report analyzing the amount of wasted supplies in the hospital that’s led to new measures to curb waste at UCSF.

Campus Announcements

Flu Season: UCSF will be holding free drop-in flu shot clinics for its employees, students and volunteers starting Sept. 19. See the full lineup of flu shot clinics »

Faculty Development Day: This one-day event at Laurel Heights on Wednesday, Sept. 14, will offer workshops and resources to build and enhance faculty life at UCSF. Faculty at all career stages are welcome. View the full schedule »

New Shuttle Line: To provide a safer commute between the office and BART, UCSF is launching the Red-Limited shuttle to service Mission Center Building and 1550 Bryant St. beginning Sept. 12. Learn more about the new shuttle line »

Upcoming Events

Atlas of Emotions Lecture with Paul Ekman, PhD, and Eve Ekman, PhD, MSW
Sept. 14 | Parnassus

Brain Aneurysm Awareness Panel with Rep. Jackie Speier
Sept. 19 | Mission Bay

The Postdoc Slam: Their Research in 3 Minutes or Less
Sept. 22 | Mission Bay

More upcoming events…

Free with purchase of a 100% grass-fed burger: fries or a side salad — a $2 value!
Click here to get the deal